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Abstract
Cyclized-polyacrylonitrile (cPAN) is a host material in lithium-sulfur batteries
(LiSBs) and, due to its chemisorption to sulfur, it can reduce the polysulfides’
(PSs) shuttle. A hydrogen atom can be removed from the backbone during the
synthesis, allowing the sulfur to bind with carbon in the backbone. Thus, an
undercoordinated carbon (Cuc) is considered to be formed during the synthe-
sis of cPAN and over the LiSB cycles. We performed first-principles calculations
to evaluate the role of Cuc, as well as when Cuc is occupied by one sulfur atom,

as in the sulfur-polyacrylonitrile, (SPAN). The studied sites in the cPAN back-
bone are set near of differently sized PSs, and the PSs are being initially solvated
in the electrolyte. We observed that cPAN and SPAN can capture the PSs from
the electrolyte, but also that cPAN and SPAN act as active material by removing
Li-ions from the PSs. Specifically for Li2S8, SPAN can remove both Li-ions, caus-
ing a ring closure in the remaining sulfur chain, and forming solvated S8-rings.
Chemisorption of the PSs leads to a partial charge transfer to the polymer, but it
also weakens the nearby C–H bonds in the backbone. The capturing process can
produce fragments, which later recombine to form a longer chain. Those frag-
ments are an indication that smaller fragments may be released to the electrolyte
during the process.

KEYWORDS
ab initio molecular dynamic (AIMD), cathode, Density Functional Theory, lithium-sulfur bat-
teries, polyacrylonitrile

1 INTRODUCTION

The demand for advanced energy storage systems for
numerous applications, such as electric vehicles, renew-
able energy resources, and electronic devices, has attracted
intense interest and motivated research in Li-ion batter-
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ies. Commercially available Li-ion batteries have a limited
capacity of 300 mAh/g when compared to lithium-sulfur
batteries (LiSBs), which have a capacity of 1672 mAh/g.
Additionally, LiSBs can be constructed with nontoxic and
low-cost cathode materials.[1–9] Although LiSBs have the
potential to replace current Li-ion batteries, LiSBs still
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have to surpass several problems such as dendrite growth
in the Li-metal anode.[10,11] Moreover, LiSBs still present
short cycle life, in part, because of the polysulfides (PSs)
(Li2Sx (3 < x < 8)) formed during the cycle, which are
soluble in the electrolyte, and only precipitate as a solid
phase in the cathode, when PSs are further lithiated (i.e.,
Li2Sx, 1 < x < 2). The PSs that do not precipitate during
cycles, shuttle from the cathode to the anode and vice-
versa, where theymay react with the Li-metal anode, caus-
ing degradation and self-discharge of the LiSBs. Likewise,
when using porous cathode materials, solid lithium sul-
fide (Li2S) might block channels for Li-ion transport, cre-
ating an isolating surface, and as a consequence, resulting
in severe damages to the LiSBs.[12–18] Because solid-phase
Li2S is nonconductive, the active material should be sup-
ported by an electronic conductive host material, where
graphite is widely used as an electrode.
To reduce the PSs shuttle effect, different strategies have

been applied to confine the PSs in the host material as
long and sufficient as possible. As the structural configu-
ration of the graphite electrode affects the PSs migration
to the anode, it was observed that the pore size within
the graphite electrodes influences the PS shuttle between
electrodes. The use of dopants (e.g., nitrogen in graphite)
or additives (e.g., oxides and nitrates in the host mate-
rial) supports PSs adsorption in the host material, increas-
ing overall the LiSBs life cycle.[19–26] The use of mem-
branes in the cathode and the formation of polymeric solid
electrolyte interphases within the cathode reduces the PSs
migration to the anode.[27–33] However, the PS-shuttle pro-
cesses cannot be fully eliminated, due to the PSs high sol-
ubility in the electrolyte and to the weak van der Waals
(vdW) interactions between the PSs and the graphite elec-
trode.
As regarding the problem to overcome the weak inter-

action of sulfur with the host material, the use of SPAN
as host/active material has been shown promising for
the life-cycle improvement of the LiSBs.[34–38] Never-
theless, when combining SPAN with other materials or
doping S with homologous elements, an improved life
cycle could be achieved.[39–47] During the vulcanization
of polyacrylonitrile (PAN) into SPAN, H atoms are usu-
ally removed from the PAN, forming H2S gas during the
synthesis and leaving behind a π-conjugated system at the
cyclized-polyacrylonitrile (cPAN) backbone, where sulfur
can chemically bind to carbon in the π-conjugated units,
forming SPAN.[35,40,48–55] A Cuc may appear in the cPAN
backbone during the final stages of syntheses,[56] or due
to C-S bond cleavage during the LiSB cycles.[57] Addition-
ally, SPAN backbone can have a single S atom coordinating
with the part of the backbone, hereafter, called Ssite.
In previous studies, we investigated the effect of elec-

trolyte composition in capturing PSs from the electrolyte,

the effect of multiple Cuc under low lithiation, and the
formation of interconnected SPAN backbone by a sulfur
chain. Furthermore, the solvent can react with Cuc, remov-
ing available sites for capturing the PSs, mainly during the
initial cycles of the LiSBs.[58,59] We considered that part of
Cuc produced during syntheses, but also produced during
cycles, will be present when PSs are in the vicinity. Here,
we investigated the capability of both sites, Cuc and Ssite, to
capture a PS initially solvated in the electrolyte. Different
PSs (Li2Sx, x = 3,4,6, and 8) were analyzed to understand
the influence of the PS’s length and site nature.

2 COMPUTATIONALMETHODS

All Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations
were performed with the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation
Package,[60,61] utilizing a plane-wave basis set with an
energy cut-off of 400 eV.[62,63] Electron–ion interac-
tions were described by the projector-augmented-wave
pseudopotentials,[64,65] and contributions from exchange
and correlation were treated with the generalized gra-
dient approximation functional proposed by Perdew,
Burke, and Ernzerhof. The conjugate-gradient algorithm
was employed to optimize the ions into their instanta-
neous ground state, within a maximum force change of
10−3 eV/Å, where the self-consistent breaks when the
change in total energy is smaller than 10−4 eV. The k-point
mesh to sampling the Brillouin zone was established by
the Monkhorst-Pack method[66] with a 1 × 1 × 1 grid. vdW
dispersion corrections were included using the DFT-D3
correctionmethod of Grimme et al. including the damping
formulation of Becke and Johnson.[67,68] Ab-Initio molec-
ular dynamics (AIMD) simulations are carried out in the
canonical ensemble (NVT) at 330 K using a time step of
1 femtosecond and relaxing the ions through the Velvet
algorithm. In the AIMD, the electronic minimization has
the same restriction as done in geometric optimization
(10−4 eV). The Nosé thermostat was used to control
temperature oscillations during the simulations, applying
a Nosé-mass parameter of 0.5, while the electronic occu-
pations have a Gaussian smearing width of 0.05 eV.[69–71]
Charge analyses are based on Bader, Mulliken, or Loewdin
charges.[72–74] Further, bond strengths were estimated
using the Crystal Orbital Hamilton Population (COHP),
as implemented in the LOBSTER program.[73,75–78]
The models, as shown in Figure 1, were built such

that cPAN and SPAN form continuous chains due to the
employed periodic boundary conditions. The electrolyte
around the polymer is composed of 1,3 dioxolane (DOL)
with a density of 1.06 g/cm3. TheCuc was created by remov-
ing a H atom from a carbon of the cPAN backbone, while
the Ssite was created by replacing the H removed with a
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F IGURE 1 The initial configurations of the models simulated, where a polysulfide solvated in the electrolyte is set closer to a possible
site for absorption in the cyclized-polyacrylonitrile backbone. Different polysulfide sizes were studied: (A) Li2S3, (B) Li2S4, and (C) Li2S8. Also,
two different possible sites were analyzed in each case: (I) an undercoordinated carbon site (Cuc) and (II) a site occupied by a single sulfur
atom (Ssite). Color code: hydrogen (white), lithium (purple), carbon (gray), nitrogen (blue), oxygen (red), and sulfur (yellow). The green arrow
points to the Cuc

sulfur atom. The geometry and electronic structures of PSs
and DOL molecules were preoptimized using the Gaus-
sian09 (G09) package[79] with the B3PW91 hybrid func-
tional and an 6–311++G (p, d) basis set.[80,81] After preop-
timization, the individual molecules were conserved rigid
and filled into the cell, then the vdW energy was preop-
timized by applying the consistent-valence force field.[82]
The electrolyte molecules (e.g., DOL) stay consequently
with the same geometric configuration, allowing only rota-
tion and translation between different molecules. The pre-
optimized cell is, then, set as an initial configuration for the
AIMD. We simulated different PS chains’ sizes soluble in
the electrolyte, specifically Li2Sx, x= 3, 4, and 8, with each
PS located close to a Cuc or to an Ssite. The lattice parame-
ters of the cells are 15 × 18 × 18.5Å within the backbone set
parallel to the Z direction.
Individuals snapshots along the AIMD were selected to

emphasize different processes or reactions observed, rep-
resenting different time frames from the AIMD, as shown
in Figures 2 to 4 , Supporting information Figure S1 to
S3. To further analyze the energy involved in each process
between cPAN and PS, additional energy minimization of

each framewas done. Theminimization was performed by
keeping cPAN/SPAN and the PS fixed, while only the sol-
vents were geometrically optimized. This procedure pro-
vided direct insights into the energetics during the reac-
tion processes between PS and cPAN/SPAN, but reducing
temperature-induced fluctuations effects in the solvent.
Distortion effects were still present in the cPAN/SPAN and
PS, and the structures are out of equilibrium, therefore, the
energetics are approximative values of different processes
and reactions. We consider that due to the high energies
changes, the contribution of distortion can be negligible
and the energetics of different processes can be qualita-
tively compared.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The PSs in the models and their interactions with a Cuc
or Ssite in the backbone are presented in Figure 1. The
PSs were set next to the Cuc or to the Ssite to reduce the
time for PSs migration to these sites. The diffusion pro-
cess would affect the results by rotating and translating the
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F IGURE 2 Capturing process of Li2S4 in the presence of an undercoordinated carbon. The time frames are indicated in black, and the
energy of each system is indicated in red. Color code: hydrogen (white), lithium (purple), carbon (gray), nitrogen (blue), oxygen (red), and
sulfur (yellow)

PSs, therefore, different PSs capturing mechanisms would
be observed. Nevertheless, PSs capturing process would
equally promote cleavage and rebound of S-S bonds, aswell
as the formation of C-S bonds. AIMD simulations were
applied to the models, and we investigated different sized
PSs, solvated in the electrolyte. The total simulation time
for each model was approximately 20 ps. Overall, the time
during the AIMD for the Cuc or Ssite to capture a PS from
the electrolyte was not related to either site type (Cuc or
Ssite) or to PSs size. All the PSs were captured in less than
2.0 ps, except Li2S8 in presence of sulfur-site. If the PS
was next to a site (Cuc or Ssite), this site captured the PS
from the electrolyte and generated a covalent bond to sul-
fur from the corresponding PS. However, the mechanism
involved for the PSs and the Li-ions to be accommodated in
the polymer backbone differs for the various systems stud-
ied, as the process might involve either a partial rearrange-
ment or leave intact the PSs fragments during the captur-
ing process. The simulation suggests that N absorbs the
Li-ions from the PSs independent of the PSs’ size. The lit-
erature corroborates that N is an active site in SPAN; neg-
ative charge accumulates in the N, Li-ions are absorbed in
the lone-pair sites ofN, and after Li-ions are absorbed inN,
C-N π-bond is replaced by σ-bond.[58,83,84] We cogitate that
the SPAN structure facilitates the removal of Li-ions from
the sulfur chains toN in the polymer backbone. A stronger
attraction tends to appear in a stair-like structure due to
proximity with the sulfur chain, as present in this study,

and the stair-like structure also reduces Li-ion migration
toN sites when compared with a linear-like structure. Dis-
tinct SPAN structure and DFT methods can indicate that
Li-ions will preferentially absorb in Ssite instead ofN.[83,84]
For each model described, we observed that after

optimization of the solvents in the selected frames (as
described in the Computational Method, Section 2.2),
the energies of the systems tend to have a more ener-
getic favorable configuration over time. Few exceptions
showed less energetic favorable configuration than the ini-
tial frame times, for example, in the presence of Li2S4 and
the empty site (Figure 2), from 1.14 to 1.20 ps, the energy
reference changes from −2.435 to −2.159 eV. This suggests
that the system can take longer to achieve an energetically
stable configuration, based onhow the capturemechanism
occurs.
The chemisorption of Li2S3 by the polymer involves the

simplest capturing process, probably because of this PS
chain’s length. In the presence of Li2S3 and a Cuc (Sup-
porting information Figure S1), first the Li-ion from the PS
coordinates with the Cuc and a N atom, then, the S chain
binds to the Cuc, and finally, one Li-ion is removed from
the PS to coordinate only with the polymer through the N
atoms. In the simulation in presence of Li2S3 and an Ssite,
one Li-ion from the PS is coordinating with the Ssite (Sup-
porting information Figure S2), then this Li is removed
from the PS to coordinate only with the cPAN. Before bind-
ing to the Ssite, the PS fragment (LiS3) is weakly connected
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F IGURE 3 Capturing process of Li2S4 in the presence of an Ssite in the cyclized-polyacrylonitrile. The time frames are indicated in black,
and the energy of each system is indicated in red. Color code: hydrogen (white), lithium (purple), carbon (gray), nitrogen (blue), oxygen (red),
and sulfur (yellow)

to the Ssite by electrostatic forces. After the PS fragment
binds to the sulfur, the fragment can temporarily break,
until it assumes a linear configuration with one Li-ion on
the edge, and the other Li coordinates only with the poly-
mer. The energy to capture and arrange a S chain and Li-
ions is similar in the presence of the Cuc or the Ssite, and
corresponds to 5. and 4.7 eV, respectively.
However, the capturing mechanism can occur in a more

complex way, where S–S bonds can break and recombine
in different possibilities, as observed for Li2S4. In the pres-
ence of a Cuc (Figure 2), similar to Li2S3, the capturing
process for Li2S4 starts from the Li-ion being captured by
the Cuc. Then, this Li-ion coordinates within the closest
N atom from the cPAN backbone. However, a S–S bond
breaks, producing two PS fragments with two S atoms
in each fragment. The PS fragments recombine temporar-
ily and then break again. The rupture into two fragments
occurs when one fragment binds to the Cuc. On the next
step, Li-ion is removed from the PS fragments to coordinate
only with the cPAN backbone, and then the PS fragment
rebounds to the attached PS fragment. The PS breaks and
recombines to find a stable configuration attached to cPAN
backbone. The system (Li2S4 with a Cuc) shows instabil-
ity during the PS capturing process, because of continuous
cleavage and rebounding of the PS fragments, for example,
a PS fragment with three S atoms is temporarily formed,
as shown in Figure 2 (17.87 ps). The final configuration
observed (20.9 ps) was the PS with four S atoms coordinat-
ing with only one Li-ion (Figure 2). Although the tendency
is for the PS to rebuild the chain attached to the polymer
backbone, the simulation indicates that the longer is the
PS chain, the longer small fragments can survive during
the whole process. Moreover, the simulations suggest that

the PS shuttle through the electrolyte may occur because
of the formation of S fragments. In addition, as fragmenta-
tion of S chains with Li2S3 was not observed as with Li2S4,
lithiationmay affect the capturingmechanism. The energy
to remove a Li-ion from the PS with a larger chain (Li2S3
vs Li2S4) and capture the respective PS tends to be smaller
(5. vs 3.2 eV).
In the presence of Li2S4 and a sulfur site (Figure 3), sim-

ilar to Li2S3, one of the Li-ions in the PS is captured by the
sulfur site, and then removed from the PS to be absorbed
by the SPAN backbone. Also, similar to Li2S3, within an
Ssite, the PS fragment is electrostatically held by the Ssite
for a while. However, the PS fragment becomes soluble in
the electrolyte and Li-ion can be removed from the PS to
the electrolyte, as happens at 0.15 and 10.80 ps of simula-
tion. The energy to remove the Li-ion from the PS fragment
is around 0.6 eV. Thus, a S4 chain is temporarily dissolved
in the electrolyte without any Li-ion (Figure 3 at 10.80 ps),
to later bind to the Ssite. The energy to bind a dissolved S
chain free of Li is around 0.5 eV. On the next step, Li-ion
dissolves in the electrolyte, and later from the electrolyte,
the Li-ion is absorbed by the SPAN, as observed at 12.50
and 20.84 ps. Therefore, the SPAN backbone will capture
both Li-ions from the PS and a chain with five S atoms
stays attached to the SPAN backbone without coordinat-
ing with any Li atom. Consequentially, the simulations
point out that SPAN is an active material, and preferen-
tially lithiated in place of the PS. Thus, it may be expected
that the SPAN can become first saturated in Li-ions, and
then decomposes the PS into Li2S. Also, the simulations
indicate that after capture a PS, smaller fragments can be
dissolved in the electrolyte. Further, the fragments tend to
be captured by the polymer. Additionally, the simulation
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F IGURE 4 Capture’s mechanism of Li2S8 in the presence of an Ssite in the cyclized-polyacrylonitrile. The time frames are indicated in
black, and the energy of each system is indicated in red. Color code: hydrogen (white), lithium (purple), carbon (gray), nitrogen (blue), oxygen
(red), and sulfur (yellow)

suggests that a sulfur fragment free of Li-ion can be tem-
porarily solvated in the electrolyte (Figure 3 at 10.80 ps),
and if removed from the PS, may interact with the poly-
mer only through vdW force or electrostatic, as in graphite
being a host material. The energy for the capturing process
Li2S4 and SPAN was around −5.9 eV, which is higher than
the above-mentioned cases, but in this mentioned case,
both Li-ions were removed from the PS.
When the PS is the Li2S8 and finds a Cuc, the capturing

process causes the PS to attach to the Cuc, then the cPAN
removes one Li-ion from this PS (Supporting information
Figure S3) similarly as processed of Li2S8 within a Ssite
(Figure 3). In the presence of a sulfur site, Li2S8 also has
one of the Li atoms removed by the SPANbackbone, equiv-
alently process as for Li2S4 and Li2S3, thus, the absorption
of Li-ion fromaPS to the polymer occurs in all the observed
cases. However, beyond having one Li atom removed from
the PS to the polymer backbone, a ring closure takes place
rebuilding a sulfur ring, and the sulfur ring (S8) stays stable
in this structure for at least 20 ps of simulation. The sul-
fur ring is holding electrostatically by a Li-ion, and the Li-
ion by the sulfur site. In this simulation, both Li-ions were
removed from the PS. This is another indication that in the
LiSBs, cPAN and SPANundergo preferentially lithiation in
place of sulfur, and the PS is captured from the electrolyte
by the polymer backbone. Furthermore, the formation of
a sulfur ring is an indication that SPAN may not contain
longer chains than eight sulfur attached to the same site in
the backbone. The energy to close a sulfur ring is approx-
imately 3.1 eV, which is smaller than observed in cases
where the PS is captured by the polymer (e.g., 5,0 eV of
Li2S3 within cPAN). Thismay be associatedwith the differ-
ence between the formation of a S-S bond versus C-S bond.
The formation of fragments during the capturing pro-

cess indicates that fragments may migrate through the
electrolyte, for example, possible oscillations of the elec-
tric field during cycles may remove the fragments from the
backbone. Also, the PS chain’s size is likely to play a role.
For example, small chains as Li2S3 may not form smaller

fragments while being captured by the polymer. In con-
trast, long-chains PS as Li2S8 may not attach to the cPAN,
but form a S8-ring soluble in the electrolyte, which is held
by the Li-ions absorbed in the polymer.
We analyzed the systems’ charge distribution, using dif-

ferent sized PSs, andwith the polymer containing two sites
types.We compared the charge at the beginning of the sim-
ulation and 20 ps of simulation, using Bader’s method (see
Figure 5). Summing up each atom charge of different struc-
tures in the cell, thus, the charge distribution of the back-
bone (cPANor SPAN), the sulfur chain, the electrolyte, and
Li are relatively similar. Additionally, those different com-
ponents, independently from the site type in the backbone
(Cuc or Ssite), or the length of the PS in the system (Li2S3,
Li2S4, or Li2S8), change the average charge from the frame
times 0 to 20 ps: from −0.20 |e| to −1.15 |e| in the cPAN;
and from −1.53 |e| to −0.51 |e| in the sulfur chain (PS),
respectively. Additionally, the charge of the electrolyte (sol-
vent) and Li-ions are constant over time. The results of this
study indicate that the solvent does not participate in trans-
ferring charge from one molecule to another. In all cases,
the PS transfers around −1.0 |e| to the polymer, except for
Li2S8 within SPAN that transfer −1.6 |e|. Thus, the poly-
mer charge varies from neutral to negative (∼ −1.0 |e|),
whereas the sulfur chains lose charges. The variation in
the charge is caused by the transfer of the Li atom from the
PS to the polymer. In the system containing Li2S8 within
Ssite, the SPAN charge varies fromneutral to approximately
−1.60 |e|, whereas the S chain from approximately −1.60
|e| to neutral. This result suggests that the SPAN captures
both Li atoms from Li2S8, causing a ring closure in the
remaining sulfur chain, and forming solvated neutral S8-
rings. This is in agreement with Mulliken and Lowedin
charge analysis, confirming the tendency of the polymer
to remove electrons from the PS. Overall, for all methods
analyzed, the charge transfer to the polymer was similar,
although the charge of the individual atoms is different,
depending on the methods used (Supporting information
Figure S5).
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F IGURE 5 Bader charges analyses of the different systems containing a PS, a polymer (cyclized-polyacrylonitrile or
sulfurized-polyacrylonitrile), and the electrolyte 1,3 dioxolane (DOL). The sum of the charge represents the different structures (sulfur chains,
polymer, electrolyte, and Li-ions) at the beginning and at the end of the simulation and the difference between the two times (Δ)

F IGURE 6 Difference in the Integral of Crystal Orbital Hamiltonian Population for carbon-hydrogen bonds in the polymer
(cyclized-polyacrylonitrile or sulfurized-polyacrylonitrile, PAN and SPAN), comparing the values at 20 with 0 ps

The integral of the Crystal Orbital Hamilton Popula-
tion (iCOHP) between every C-H bond was calculated for
every polymer simulated at 0 and 20 ps. The iCOHP aver-
age of all the polymers was at the beginning 7.04 eV;
while at 20 ps the value changes to −6.89 eV. Therefore,
this indicated that the C-H bonds tend to become weaker
after the backbone captures a PS. Nonetheless, some C-
H bonds can become stronger, since the change in COHP
from 0 to 20 ps is negative for some specific C-H bond in
the polymer (Figure 6). The simulation indicates that the
changes in the average values of iCOHP are similar for

Li2S4 and Li2S8 in the polymer backbone (cPAN/SPAN).
However, the change on the average iCOHP in presence
of Li2S3 slightly increased, when compared with longer PS
chains. The average change in iCOHP for Li2S3, Li2S4, and
Li2S8, were 0.19, 0.12, and 0.12 eV, respectively. The C-H
bonds that belong to the solvent do not affect the bond’s
strength during the simulation, with an average iCOHP of
6.92 eV. Thus, before the polymer captures the PS solvated
in the electrolyte, the solvent tends to have weaker C-H
bonds than the polymer backbone. But, after the PS is cap-
tured by the polymer, the backbone’s C-H bonds become
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F IGURE 7 Integral of COHP for C-H bonds, the reference system is Li2S4 chemisorbed in SPAN at 20 ps of simulation

weaker than before. Some specific H atoms in the poly-
mer backbone have the strongest change in the iCOHP,
consequently, these C-H bonds may have weaker C-H
bonds than the average C-H bond strength of the solvent
(Figure 6). As shown in Figure 6, the difference of COHP
integral of C-H bonds and Supporting information Figure
S6 shows the total value of iCOHP for each C-H bond.
Consequently, the size and type of site to capture PS will
not affect the strength of the C-H bond, but the capture
of the PS by itself will affect the strength of the C-H bond.
Since some salts (e.g., LiBr) can remove H from the solvent
in the graphite-sulfur cathode producing a cathode elec-
trolyte interphase (CEI) in the cathode,[30–33] the presence
of these salts in the electrolytemay also react with the poly-
mer or with the solvent. If a salt removes H from the back-
bone, it should create a new Cuc. Also, the salt may react
only with the solvent and create a CEI. It may exist a com-
petition between the polymer and the solvent (e.g., DOL) to
have a hydrogen atom removed by a salt (e.g., LiBr). Com-
paring the iCOHP for C-H, the solvent still has aminimum
iCHOP smaller than the SPAN lithiated, which may pro-
duce the decomposition of the solvent and not of the poly-
mer. Further investigation should take place to verify the
effect of such salts in presence of SPAN. However, we con-
sider that protophilic salts (e.g., LiBr) would preferentially
react with the solvent. Nevertheless, different solvents can
be used to achieve desirable behavior between electrolyte
and SPAN.
Because the polymer captures electrons from the PS,

we calculated the C-H bond strength in charged systems,
using Li2S4 chemisorbed in SPAN at 20 ps of simulation as
reference configuration (Figures 3 and 7). The C-H bonds
in SPAN tend to be weaker when there is an excess of

electrons in the system, as compared to when there is a
depletion of electrons in the system. In contrast, the sol-
vent presents an opposite tendency, with the C-H bonds of
the solvent weakening based on the proportion that elec-
trons are removed from the system. Additionally, the C-
H bonds in the polymer backbone (cPAN/SPAN) become
weaker after absorption of the PS charge transference from
the PS to the polymer, as mentioned above. The accu-
mulation of PSs and Li atoms absorbed by the polymer
tends to weaken the C-H bonds of the polymer, there-
fore, the discharge threshold should affect the competi-
tion between polymer and solvent to react with a salt (e.g.,
LiBr), since the polymer tends to absorb electrons from the
PSs. Moreover, accumulation and depletion of electrons
may exist in the cathode during the charge and discharge
process.

4 CONCLUSIONS

The simulations indicate that cPAN and SPAN can cap-
ture PS chains of different sizes from the electrolyte. The
PS capturing process occurs in less than 2 ps of simula-
tion time in the presence of a Cuc or an Ssite. The PSs cap-
turing process varies in different conditions because the
process can involve or not bonds rearrangement of S-S
bonds, depending on the S chain size. The S-S bonds rear-
rangement may happen until the S chains and the Li-ions
are accommodated in the polymer backbone. Moreover,
the simulations indicate that the capturing process takes
longer to finish when the S chains have to cleavage/bound
the S-S bonds to lodge in cPAN or SPAN. Both a Cuc and an
Ssite can capture a PS from the electrolyte.
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In all cases, at least one of the Li-ions was removed from
a PS to coordinate only with the cPAN/SPAN and the sol-
vent. When the PS is composed by Li2S8, this can deter-
mine the ring closure of the sulfur chain and the removal
of both Li from the PS. We also observed the removal of
both Li-ions from Li2S4 in the presence of a sulfur site. In
general, we observed that only one Li-ion can be removed
from each PS, while the other Li-ion coordinates with the
solvent and the PS chain’s edge, however, it is not the same
in all the observed cases. The PSs chemisorption in the
cPAN/SPAN generates a charge transfer from the PS to
the SPAN, which also wanes the C-H bond strength of the
cPAN/SPAN. Moreover, the cPAN/SPAN tends to weaken
C-H bonds when electrons accumulate in the system and
strengthen the C-H bonds in case of electrons depletion.
The cPAN/SPAN tends to act as an active material and not
only as a host material in the electrode. Additionally, Li-
ions better coordinate with the polymer than with the sul-
fur chain.
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